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THE STABILITY OF S DENT ATTITUDES TOWARD GERMAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
OVER AN ACADEMIC YEAR u S DEPARWENT OF HEALTH.

EDUCATION A WELFARE, t t NATIONAL INSTITLOE OF ..

c,i, Background
1-I .

7---1 0. In the search for reliable approaches to the'pred'ction of success .

CD , i'
.

.

U./ in learning a foreign language, he pafession has increasingly 0

. -
. . .

-.
shifted attention, awA, from the study of cognitive factors (e.g.
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intelligenceiaptitudes.-or special talents) toward an analysis of '

- non-cognitive factors (e.g. students' and te'achbrs' attitudes and

motivation). This change in.demphasis is probably due to the re-

.cognition that, aptitude testing has not. be °'a totally satisfac--.

tort' means of prediction; in fact, 4t was concluded by Jakobovits

1 At 11and Nelsop , *ter, having reviewed the relevant studies, that o

about one half of the total variance to be accounted for in thp

prediction of FLAchievement can be assigned to cognitive factots;

the other half must be assigned to non-cdgnitive factors, suchHas

motivation' and perseverance:4- As a result, a host of empirical

studies have' appeared since the early sixties, all which. haVe,'

placed into the focus of attentiont the learn atti udes toward

N-- the foreign culture and his desire to unde tand and i tifv with

ti........, it. I will have more to-say about these studies in a millte.
p 4 "\

,J .Learning a foreign _language does, of course, involve a confrpn-
LL

tation with the foreign culture in which it vis embedded - whether

the course explicitly lists this activity as a performalice objec-
.

tive or not. Lt involves coming to terms with what Brooks. called

formal Culture and deep culture, the former being the'results of

the c Ative endeavors achievements of intellectual aLid.artis-
,

tic cpnius and the various modes of significant thoug and qen-

2'
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teel living. Deep-culture, on the other hand, is the sum of ipdi-

vidual thoUghtS and actions, beliefs, coAcerns, hopes and WOrries,
1

persona,. preferences, the gradations of interpersonal relation-

ships as expressed.in deeds .and words.

Students perceive both aspects of the foreign culture perhaps

to varying degrees through the pri-sm of their self-concept, and

the desirability of relpching. the goal of,learning a foreign lan-

guage is mediated by the perceptions of attractiveness the re-

warding qualities, of the goal and the process of reaching the goal.

All other. factors be.ing equal,:it appears/ that studentS are not

likely to be successful in learning the FL if they neither

the goal df.being.able to speak, understand, read, or write the

FL nor know Its cultpre as particularly ,attractive or if they have

negative impressieions of,the learning experience itself (involving

process, .content as well as inter'actants).

0
.

Gardner and Lambert and their co-workers and disciples/ the
ti

ion0ers of the concepts "instrqmental orientation" and "integra-.

tive orientation" towards a foreign language and its associated
1/4,

culture have defined the motivation to learn a foreign language

as being "determined by the student's attitudes toward the'other

group and toward foreign peoole,in general, and by his orientation

'toward the learning task. The orientation is said to be instrumen- .

tal in forik if the purposes of language Study reflect the more

utilitarken values' 9f linguistic achievement, such as getting ahead
.,

.

in one's occupation. In contrast, the orientation is integrative,
1

if the student wishes:to leari more about the other cultural com-
/.

.
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munity because he is interestea,in it ia an open-mil-tided why, to the

: 0 .

point of eventually being accepted 8 a men-lber of that group.
.4

.

k!

*
A f %

The Value of the concept of instrumental and integrative orienta-

s4tion has'been.documented in everal investigations the
.

.

pnited States, and thelphilippir)es by Gardner and 'Lambert andtheir
.

associates. All studies showed that students with a strong motiva=
-

. /

tion achieved the best results in iearning French, but, a different S

attitudinal base 'waS operative'in each-casepCin.t`% he LoUsisiana
. .

studies, strong parent41 support and encouragencant appeared to Undei-
,,.-.

lie the motivation;-.in Maine, the-iinportant factors were the extent
--0 -r

to which a student identified with his teacher, and his sensitivity
o

, .0 ..

to other people's feelings. In Connecticut, motivation seemed

to rest on an integrative orientation towud French culture 'and.
. i

a realizeticin of the usefulness of knoWidg. the languages; the t
.I

.Philipp,ine study showed that instrumental mot4vation_in learning

EngliSh as a.FL.was extremely effecti'vd;-integrative motivation

had.strong positimeeffects, especially on audio- lingual perfoi-

A'
mance:

6
These studies and others which have'beeil carried out in

,Canada are discusseld ip detail in Gardner and Lambert 's book::Atti-

tudes and motivatiC'h'in second-language learnIngT and in Dil: Leh-

guage, Ps4echology Und'CUlturd.8

A student's attitudes toward the foreign language and culture .

, do not exist in a'vacuum, rather they may be-conceptualized as

being influenced by other forces, for example,the.society at

large which holds 'certain' views about a ai)en tultvre and transmitsabout

t1,em to the smaller units (the school, parents, ,the peer 'group)

F.
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which exert influence with a syStem qf rewards amd Sanctions. I

.have.elsewhere
9
discussed some of the majordimensions of this atti-

tude netWorkAnd:4yen a summary of conceptual statements and 4-

.

empitica.I.reseatch in tht areay.of parental and per group
44

'lations.hips with the fearner's.attktudes, and stude4 perdlptions
,

.

of the FL and.cultute,-.of himself as- a. learrier, and of. the learning

-environment, ,the.,,cOurse, the-te,acher,,the'blaseroOm ptmosphere:

- 7

..The'purPoqg of .this paver will be.

.(1) to obtain an aetitiade profile of stud ts pnrolled' n German

courses at the Uniyersitv Of Alberta*, ;

4 ( .? ) to- ex ine:the stability. of attit udes,as changes..might oceut
1 , ,

.
, .. .

. ,
.

.

from the beginning .of the course to ita end, arid subsequently
*.,

. ' '.
to draw inferences as to the impact that a. ;,rman language.

..-- .

and/or cr.iture course might have on student perceptions
, .. .

. .. .
.

.

' (3) to relate 'attitudinal dhan4e.to course achieVemeni4;
X, a ../

t 1
. ..

(4) to, telate.positty4.ty or neqapivity:of attitudes to'aorlieveMent;.:.
.

and
4

(5) to-discuss the imp,lications'o -the relationships betWeen achleve7

ment and attitudes and attitUdihal change/for the teachIn4.and
-

learning German ,as-they might concern-the'classroom teeach&r.-
\ -

Subjects

68 stuftent6 enrolled i

.

I 0

16 different sections of second-
-.

.and third-year German coursesat the University of Albettapartici:,-,
.

pated in the.study. there were 28 mal and 40 female stUdenks.

33 students took theo?itst-year -lanquage course, 19 the se.co d-year

language Bourse and 16 studeptoe were- registered in a third- eat:
.

,

. ,
'

. .

. -----i- - '

I /
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language "course, a .culture and civilization course, and a survey
, e

course of German.litpraturd. 321,StI.Jdents had begun to 'learn Ger-

man at 'hOme before they took courses in .Get an .in high. sehool- or
.

at the u1-6_yeiTsity, , while, 3,6. students had.ijad no contact at all with ,s

, A) =

-."...Germa'n kanqUae and culture.' except through courses . -

.
.

. .,...

4 4
.

0
t . ' Y .

It ,may. lie taken
.

Or granted tholigh that 'increased -acquaintance
. ; 'V,

.with both formal,'-.an'd deep culture h'ad 1.?een objectives :in the high
:

school and, t.1;e'' uhiversity courses: for exaqnle , thp first-year

course presen4d everyday, surface culture , the second year analyzed

,:major ptesent-day cUltutd1 aspects 'and. socio-political institu-
.

)(ions; the third -year courses ipreSented fOrmo,culture from, a

as well as pa contemporary point: of view*- In none of

the courses was the lbarning of qerman limited to purely 4i6ruistio

4cquikitiOn y,11 exoosure to pil(4 confrontation with asopcts

of GFman cultural practice's, traditions and institutions.
-.N (

se"

. .- --,

t- Ititrumehtatkon i
.. .

. .

Student's attitudes toward Germapi 'language and culture , toward
.

. . s
.

(.,certain psychological, constructs, and. toward imstruction-related .

'
, 4 .

. . .

.- variables' were sampled tw.ice iddring the academic year-, once at

. theAelginning of Qctober and .-once at the- end OfaMa;ch, by means
ht ,

I
) . '''. .

of -' questionnaire devised byby:Gardner and L'ambert1Q, and an addl.-..
:, ,

'.
1 1 ,.

_, ,
,1 '

lional ten 'statements wilth erg intended to 4valuate the imr;act

.

.. .

...

Rf 404:1111r motivqttonal farces -on the /students ' iattitude 'network ;
, . .. .. , , ,.

, .,
0 I

' the 0tudents! - agreement, or- diSagreement was fe uired with a total
,

of, 79, Statements "on. a7 ratinevt\ca e from 1-AO 5
,

'411
16

. I r t.
4 . ,....
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The first 6-9 itevs are grouped into seven Scales; th6y are:

. the German Attitude Scale: tt explores attitudes toward German

cultural traditions, toward perceived social charadteristrcs-pf
Grrnans and toward the contribution that .German-r6peakinci,bansdians

do or could make to'Canadian culture (e.g. "Gerfrian-spehaking,people

heave produced outstanding. artists and writers"; "German speaking ;

people are vL;s, dependable." ;- and "German-.speakipg p ople set a

good example by their farn,ily

2. the Anomie Scale : Ttlis scale is' intended. to gauged student-4 s
4 . 14113

feelings -of, social incertitude, tie exte.nt to which h-e- harbors

feelings of-beinq :issatisfiedr discouraged ,with his'plce °3n
*4

Canadian society (e.ig. ."These dZys ,., a person, dOesn't-re.ally know
.

whom to count on", or .!TI19 tayt of the world being what it' is ,
it is very difficult fo'r the student to; plan h15 career")'.
3. the Ethnocentrism- scal contains statements which require the ,

.

student.to evalUate \his pe ceptions of /the
4.

wrong" type.; it purports to e/asure: thefefore, suspi)cian of for--/ . _ ..
eign people and ideaS (e.g. " anada

/
may not be p fect, but the

. . . kI. ... 44

Canadian way has brought-us abdut os close. as human beings can get
. 9 ,r . .

it i

to a perfe'ct - society "; '.''ForCisiners are al -right in their place.
`113 u t th6y carry it too- far when th1) get to familiar with. us") . ..

- 1
EF

, -

4

/
4. the. Cultural" Allegiance Scale compares perceived characteristics
of Canadian with Gergmah 'people and culture (e,.-. "Compared to,

Jfa
German-speaking people, Canadian are \more sincere and hefest";
'The opportunities off9red young people', in Canada are far greatCr

than in C;ermany").

.5., -the fifth scale evaluates student' authoritarian attitudes
le. :"Pople -can 'be 'divided ines two distinct ,claises; the weak

\

j

I

9
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.
,

and the-strong"; _'The true Canadian way of life is disappearing
so fast that force may, be 'necessary to preserve.4.it").,'
'6. an, Instrumental, Orieptation Scale examines't.b..egtudent's atiti-

tudes toward the language and the usefulness .it- might have for him
.-

. . . *

--. (e.g*,, "4r:he study of German can-be important-tb. me.ipec use I think.,
. .

it'.will some day be useful in getting la ,godd jobu'i "I eed Gerinani , .
A

in order-to fin ish colle.ge").
.4 4

e
itN '',

i 7. an..Iritegrati,4e grienta.19n: S'ale measures- the .studen desire

I N'

is .

to become, like a: Gdrinaq speaker in' otitLook s udv of

,German can btlimportant'tql me because it should enable m- to think
and be.haVe as do the Gekman-tsp'eak.,ing people") .

The ten instruction - related Variables wee:
(a) Learning German 'is fun.

s

o(b) It botherg me that nil,' fellow students can listen to me hile
I talk in clas$.

(c5 When I hear derman spoken, I always have to laugh: it so nds so
,funny.

(d) °' Nowadays , German commands mote- respect lhan:do other fore gn

'langtlagas

.(e) My ,riends think it's great that 'I am taktng, Ge,rm n.
(f) Most (:)f -the' time, I 1 e to do my. homework and otrepa for

:class.
;

(g) 6o4-iSidering, lipw r stud my German, I can honestly say that

realay. try to learn- German.

(h) I, wouldn't want any other teacher 'for thit class.
-

(i) My, parents, probably think it is important for me, to know Ger an.

(j) rf I ireakly could, I would drop this course 'right now.



j

The two achievement criteria were the term mark (which is a

cumulative mark for the year's work and accounts for 70% of the

final mark) and the final exam mark (which accounts for 30%-of the

final mrk).

Results

An attitude profile offthe 68 students taken at the beginning.of

the course:looks'as follows:

They had fairly positive attitudes towgrd the Germans

cultural traditions and achievements; they were also

d their

tly posi-

ok.

tive about their own position in Canadian' society and eXpressesd

no strong dissatisfaction with it; they were quite strongly un-

etlinocentric, showe'd a weak cUltural non -'t eference for, Canada qVer.

the German-speaking countries; they were at the undecided level

'about authoritarian attitudes; tieli-dikt think that German would

be useful to them; but showed rather a-strong desire in becoming

,Culturaily like a German.
V -

0

/2

°With regard to 'the process of leatningGerman, the students. agreed
!h,

r very', strongly that learning German was ftin; "that they liked to-do

their homework and liked to prepare for classes; they really tried

.hard to learn Getman; they -didn't want any other teacher for their

class (where their ratinglas midway' betweeh /gteefng and hein4
1

41.

undecided)....They.believed their friends thought. it was great that.

,

tbey were taking German; they agreed, but not very decisively, that

pa cqnsidered it important for them to know German.. They.

0 disagreed although 1-otsvery strongly - viith thestatement.that_

German nowadays commands more respect in the world than 'do other

foreign lanquaciles; they wet strongly.pf the opinion that it didn

6



bother.theM to speak GerMan in front of other students; and they.'

disagreed even more strongly with the statememt.tHat they would

drop the course right then and there if they really could; finally

thdy agrded very strongly, that Osman didn't - sound` funny to them .

at all. f

-Sex did not have adiTferer4.ial effec ion attitudes:J1p.signi-,

ficant.differences were observed between m&le and female students'

scale. scores. InciderAtally, the phrases "significant differences

were obbarned" or "standard 'levels of Confidence in determining

significant differences --were -reached or exceeded" -refer, of course,
,

to thefact"thatv- aftei.havinci used the anpropriaye statistical
, -

.

instrument to establish differences - that there were, no more thank
..,

s .

.. - . . . .

.five chances in a hundred that thedifference re's-ulted from qurely

.

random, coinc,i.ddnIal changes, the.vpe. that might arise where stu-

dents led out a questionnaire carel Sly and -therefore.incon-
%

sistentlY%. When difference's- are referred to-in this paper they

4
.

,

are all of the above type so that one has
,

reasonable assurances

that results did not arise from pure coincidence.

t-. 1
4

\ :

t
Back to the discriminative effect of sex oh:attitudes:. Female'

.

stu- .

..
a

.

dents were more strongly agredd than males that learning German was

fun, while males said with more conviction that-they wouldn't want

Y any other teacher for the course they were taking.

4

. A

A.,search for q possible interaction between course level Ad
4

attitudeS yielded 'only one scale.differencel stgdents,in-second-yeai

Germap, were More AntegratiVely oriented than the-third-year students.
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Students in the Beginners' coursed agreed mdre, strongly than, se-
,

,

(-),-

se-

cond- or third-year students.that "hearing German'spolZen sounded
.

, /
.

funny.' to them and made them laugh; they were also less strongly

("corivinced 4 their
Ti

,

parerrEsithought.tt3t knowing Garman was 1.m-
.

.% .--' 1
- ,

.nortant fon them. P
.

_

Students who had not been exaosed
)
to German at home before taking

I , .

/ P '

formal courses held stronger attitudes, of cultur,al.alleaiance to
,

.. ,

- . .

Canada than did the...group with family language backgroundiit must
.''- 4-A / ,

,

4e noted though that-,both groups' attitudes ranged mid-way bet- .

.

.
, '

ween "undecided" 2and.."disagreei7: with cultural allegiance; the
\. . .

. . .

hpme language background Students simply.sHowed ellbn less cultural

preference for Canada than did those students who had no such lan-
.

guage backgrouRd. 'Students' with no family4
.e\

kground were

si4nificant1V .nigher in agreement with the statement that they

really tried very hard to learn Germanrthey-wcte less sure that
.

their r-Darents thought i was important fdr them to know German, but

- were - ,agreed more strongly than those who had begun to learn German

at home that learning German was fun.
-.;

is

The overall picture is a happy one indeed', as far as,a teacher.

might be concerned. It should be mentioned here that students volun-

teer ed to participate in the study, and did npt_give their names

when they -completed the questionnaire, but'identified them with

.ID numbers - if they wanted to, with their university ID numbers.

1 They were,aago asked to return the questionnaires in; sealed enve-
.

rt

4S"
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'

e
S.

es; consequently, instructors mere not aware,of their'studerfW-
..

.,

, ..

resoons , and even implicit pTessure-on students'to respowl'fdj.
. N ..'

W .

vorably could not have been very great; yet faking is a possibility_

that should be kept in mind, ecpecia0.1y with the items laiiich deal

-

with the 'ins tuctor and the ourse%
. ,

This positive complex O'f attitudes *remained essentiglly the- -sarne

..from the beginning to t1-?e er of theacademiclyear: attituq4a1

differencea ip.etween.administrations,did notreach?tandard levels

of significarICe with any of the scalesr\or.the 10 items p. It must,,
, *-- D1.; ,,,

,,..1)e, concluded that the abundance of cultural materialtotihich the \
e ,, .

.

students h'id been exposed' over the course of six months had hdd
.

.
.1 ..

. .

no systematic impact on attitudes, as.measured by this instrument. 1

Yet: an inspecti8h of individual students .scores did reveal

changes-in attitudes, and the above ,conclusion implies' of'coursb,

only that changes were not directionally consistent enough to allow

the statementthat .differences fri attitudes, significant at standard
. .

levels of confidence, had taken-place over t.he academiclYear.

CI

In fact, a remark:ablS, pronounded- pattern of ttitudinal change

%

did become apparent in a tabulation of directional ghariges for they

:seven'scales: on each of them, about one half of the, students had

not changed their attitudes, q. ,a,11, one quarter had become more

negative another quarter had become more positive.' qn the 10

- instruction-related items, the no-change pe.t:centage was slightly,:

'higher (about 66%), but the direction of changes was equivalently

distributed. Furthermore, only one third of the sudents.who had

,413

I
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changed thei
i

tftudes at all, changed them by more than One

on the shale from 1 to.5.

'It follows that one half of the students did not change their

pqrceptions at all, another 30% changed theq,attitudes only slightly,

and only about 20% of the students .had ChAnged decisively. So the

next stepin the analysis invdlved teasing out patterns of non-°

random change with the'ext4eme changers and to relate the'se to

achievement. For this purpose, stud Were grouped into three .

categories: (1) 'those wiledid not charge their attitudes at all on

a given scale, includiAlPsudents wh?se.scale scores were within

one, standard deviation'Of the Mean; (2> those students whose scale

scores-exceededthe mean by at least one standard del4ation; and

(3) those whose scale/sopres were' lower by more than one standard\

deviation than the scale means. ThIs method of group asslignment

produced a large middle group (according "to "the principles of sta'

stisticsabout 68% of all students would be e4pected tofall into -

this group), and two smaller groups who underwent extreme attitudi-

hal changes.

The mean achievement sCordes for the three groups were then sub-
o

jecdd to 'an analysis of variance, and significant differences in

achIevement between at least two of the three attitude groups were

observed on four of the seven scales, and on four of the ten in-
,

%ruction-related items. 4.

0

On the Anomie scale, the scale which purports to measure a stu-

dent's dissatisfaction with his position in Canadian society, those

13
a

/ A

ti
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who h d not changed their attitudes' markedly had the highest -

ache vement;..rin fact, they exceeded both these stud- t groups who

had become more anomic enVhose who had become, ess anomic.

Similarly, students who had not changed their Ethnocentricity .

over the year showed the highest achievement when compared to

their peers who had become morefethnocentric.
- q

On a third scale, Instrumental Orientation, which is intended
. -

to Measure th0 students' perceptions of the usefulness of learning
,

German, those who had remained unchanged in outlook showed superior

achievement when compared to students who had become more utilitarian
/7- / _7

inpoutlook. ,

4t

And the same trend was observed on one more scale, the Authori-

tarianism scale, viz. students with unchanged perceptions showed
4 4 .

'tN)highest achievement; in that case, however, st'Ldard levels of

confidence in determitling significant differences were not .reached,

at,4.1j.

;

( . t

. ,

On the Cultural Allegiance scale, however, a different pattern
;

I

-prevailed: students Who-had become less' convinced dT Canada's su- .

periority over German cultural institutions showed significantly

higher final marks than did those who had come to show more cultural

'preference for'Canada. The non-changers, had marks in-between the

two extreme groups.



The tame trend, but no statrstically significant difference,

occurred with the German Attitude Scale: those students who had

deyeloped more positive attitudes towards the Germans and their

culture had higher marks than, those who had become more negative

in their outlook.

For the, ten instruction-relat6d attitudes the highest achieve-

ment was shown by:
L,A3

iied) students who had come to disagree with the statement that they

woul drop the course if ttrev re'ally could vs . students who agreed
d

with it. The latter also had lower marks than students who did

not change their opinion.

(b) those students who said that they liked to coo .their homework

and prepare for class versus thOse.whO had, come to dislike doing

that.
. ,

(c) by students who were s of the opinion that their friends

thought it great tha they were \taking German.

/)
) -

and (d) by those students who remained unchanged in their rcep-

tions of the relative unimportance of'German as a world lan uage '

while students who now concurred wi hythe statement that German does

command more respect than do other languages had the. lowest achieve--

' ment.

14

In each of these cases., non-changers 'either had the highest achieve
6 . ,

,
.1,

ment by atistically significant differences or came in a verytclose, A

second behind the group with the highest marks.

, ) -

Other examples of the relationship between achievement and 'stably

I
tJ
I.:



lity of" atti

4 t

C.

VP,

des ,were:

ho came to agree mare strongly'with the statement that

GermanS' -are very democratic in their politics and philosophy had

higher mar s than those who thought less so:
/

Those students who now disagreed with the statement that family

life is ore important to Canadians than it is to the German-speak-

ing peo le had a. higher achievement-than did those who hadn't changed ,

r
their 'finds.

e'P"-
Hi her marks were also obtainedViby students who believed more

stro gly that'bermans could benefit _greatly if they adopted,many

asoe is of.Canadian culture than-was obtained by those who hadn't

changed their opinions.

6

Students who disagreed more/ ongly with the'statement that one

need; a good knowledge of at leas one foreign language to merit

social recognition had lower achievement than those who hadn't

I

changed their perceptions of t importance of German in this ed*/ t

,Ogard. And finally, those.who had come to disagree over the acadeffiic

year with the statement that\a-knowledge of German would some day
$ ,

.

0
/-

l) useful in getting a good job ,,had a higher. mark than those who%
a n't changed their perceptions.

It

It 1..s clear. that this section contains several puzzling findings;
'

especially with regard to the differences between changers versus-

, non-changers; these data wile interpreted in a later section of

.4



this paper.,

In the preceding part, it was established that about/ 50% pf the <

students did change thei'r attitudes one way or the of er /, but that

the, direction of such change was not consistent enou result in

statistically significant differences in attitudes roM the beginn-

ingof the year to the erid. However, when the att tates of those

di.students who ranged at either extreme of the agree disagree con-

-tinuum and those located bptween these two bound ies were related
--

to achievement, a general, positive correldtion b tween achievement

and more positive and/or unchanged attitudes.wa obtained on a num-

ber of -scales

i)

5

next qtep in the data analysis require relating achievement.
1

no to attituCloal change, but to actual pos tiliitior negagivity

,of attitudes: higli.4 medium and low scores on the various scales

will be associated with achievement and'rel tional'Aifferences will

16.

es

be examined.

Attitudesigiven at the begfgning of the Academic year ,did not, in

general, have a discriminative effect on achielreMent six months

later with wily one eXcention: Students who had had a high inte-

grative motivatioh then.showed'higher marks than undecided

groups; i,e. those student's who at the beginning of the course had

desired to become more, like German speakers had the best marks at

the end of the year.

On' the'Post-Te4t ponsisten
9 differences were observed on four of



seven scales, viz.

(1) Students who held trongly ,poOtive attitudes" towards Geiman

17

culture and the Ger ans had higher achievement tha those who were

undecideyl aboUt their attitudes toward German cultural traditions,
.0

practic s, and institutions.,

-(2) Stude is who had - highly anomic feelings.. (i.e. .who felt dissatis-

fled -with their position in Canadian culture) had a pronounced lower
.

achievement than did students, who scored low or in the medium range

on\this scale.

(31 Students' high in ethnod'entric.,feelings scored significantly.
ef,

r

lower in their course. than did the Eedium and low-ethnoCentiicity

groups.

' (4) Students with a'highly instrumental (ut.ilitariall) orientation

scored .significantly lower than did' those who had .medium or low

instrumental orientation.

(5) ..The positive relationship between integrative orientation and

'--..ahievemen't which had obtained' at the. Pre-Test did 'not exist any-

more at the end of the year. High-integrative students did not have

.a significantly higher achievemerit although the''..trend,pointeiln

that direction.

In short, students who held strongly positive attitudes toward

German cultural traditions and the German speakers obtained higher

marks than others; while students who felt insecure of their posies

tion'in Canadian.society, whofelt Canadian culture was superior

f to German culture and were suspicious of foreigners, and those who,

saw-only util6arikn.purposes in learning Gefman had the lOwest

achievement.

18,
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-Or

All ,te instr ction-related items discriminated among achieve-
,

-
ment'trends as f lows: Significantly higher marks were.related to

maintaining:

thaf le,arSing

that spake'n'Ge
1

German was fun; f
man, doesn' t sound'funny or strange;;

41.

On.

that students Weren't Uothered by having to sp-sk German while
their class mates could listen.to them4,. /

4 that German doesri!t command moxe'reppecein th world th.angdo
other foreign languages;

. ,

that frlends,and parents OrobablY didn't think it was important-,
kfor them to know German;

that they liked doing, homework and prep for class;

that they really tried hard to learn German;,-

that they were highly 'satisfied wit] their.intructori

and that they certainly did not want to .drop thecourse.

ave0Cr ,

Discussion
or

fl

-
, .

.seypral broad conclusions can be dray from the rewsuas'obtained
0 - )

in" this empirical study; their rend) lity is nanced by the fact .-

10 : . '4.

that a pilot study whichd was undert en two years ago with",, a

A S ...,
0, N .

similar student sample of 50 showed
to equivalent results both with

.
Nt,

)

.,

.regard to the attitude profile and the ,positive correlations bet

weep the German Attitude Scale and Integrative Oridntation, respect-

tively, with aohlevement:7

Certain observations which have been made by'Oardner and Lambert

regarding the iMportance of tlye affective domain in learning French

as a second languagelapnear to be similarly.Yalid with regard.to

if,
( L. s'4,

a

It

1.

4
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,
tit

.....

.

German.lanquage-and aulture,
11 .Apparently, a gieneralizeeba"tt

.

. - .. i .
s:. .

of,affective-variAled'and their association tobaehievement exists'
, .

.

19

frkespective or the-target anguage.,

.
.

The seven Scales.clustered into two maibr tiroups of.-v ariables :

. .
.

..

the firdt consisting of oeitie'Gprman attitudes, low 'Cultural-'
.

Allegianceto.--Canada, and high desir7e to become like a German spew-
,

. .

, der;-' this cluster, sig ifying openness towards German.culture, was41 't 8
I

e .

...positively related, to achieVement, i.e. the More attractive German
r . .

. .

, r
.

e' '
,

culture waslto the.students,,the better were their' Marks.. The'
11.

- .

.
.

othee. cluster conststed,of'Pkuthdrittfanism, Ethnocentri'sm; Anomie
.

'and_Inst'rumental Orienati'on,
,

. Achievement correlated negatively
, .

.

,with stronig/closed-mindedness, insecurity and-extrinsic motivw-

tion to learn Getman, which are exoressed in this dlustex'.

Certain other 'perce /
.

.

ions., can apparentr. alsoobe of si4niff-
. p

j .

.1

.s'cance in the prediction-rach,ievemenit.appears that -the best .

Inarks.were cikained by those seadents who. had a no-nonsense approach*
. . I

0 ..* (le , - k .

to the'studY* of German, who were sey-reliant, yet who shOW)ed high
, . 0 ;

' . .

afftctive satisfaction'with coure.structure,' clasdroom.atmosphere,
1 h

and the instructb1.
*

-
.g

. This set Ad outcomes is of special)importance a therepresent

t

motivational . variables which are undbr the cont of the teache;',

while othersuch'as sew or home langbage,hackground, are-ndt,,and
.I'

personality.factors, as for.example,fethnocentrism, -anomie',:
e

Y,

authoritarianism.mali,be quite beyond. the teacher's legitimate and

'competent concern, ,e
.

,\
r

6

,)*

54,- `IN
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"Another important result is the finding that attitudes', were

(1),guite, ooitive toward the toreign,culture, the foreign.speak4rs
r %

and the course (whereas the profesSional'literature.
1 2 indicates

.

that students tend to haibor guite negative :attitudes- toward FL
. J

. ;

.
.

instruction) ; (2) these attitudes Prevailed across -, background
d .

variables to a remarkable extent; and (3) they remained extremely

stable 'fiver the course ;of the academic year:

t
'

It' is concluded thenthat aithough:increased dcaualntance with

the foreign culture:had played a majOri role among the objectives

of .theie courses the provision of such loarning'experienceshad

I.
v

.'not_had-any-effect at Allon the attitudes" of -about 50% of the
a

stddents',-ahad hid no directionally, consistent effect (i.e.

producing unequivocall mor6-or-
faror more negative perceptions)

on another 30Z; onlythase students whd for one reason or another,
;.

. had urgQne extreme attitudihal change, differed significantly

in ach eliement froth the large. ,grolip:of those whohad not-chanadd

their attitudes at ill or only 'slightly. .P.ilthough attitudes to-

-

ward German culture and German sneakers were acceptably 'positive,:
. . .

\
further increase in positivity' would have been desirable because

,o

those who had had the nr64tipisitive attitudea to begin with or

who changed into that direction showed higher marks than their peers.

- 4

,The major unexpected outcome of the; stu concerns' the observa-
.

qv..

%I tibn:that on sore of the attitude scales students who' had not

changed their perceptions' At all or only sligtly, obtairfed higher
. 2

mark when compared to thope who had become decisively more ne-
D

.gative br more positive. It had been expected that differendes
.. .

.

, ,
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)
any, would arise between;the 'extreme change groups.

0 -. t
. .

cr \
. ,

l'he following interpreXation is offered as .a tentative explana-,-

, .
,

. .-

on Of `the phenomenot

7 G4

Ari inspction 'of-the semantic content of items in the two types

.scales-sugdested a basic difference between those on which change_

the sitive directign correlated with higher achievement and

th.:e cscales on which no significant change was associated with

better marks. The former inliol.ved stadepts' reactions to state-
.

ments which 'are fairly non-committal, V.th which it is easy to

es

1

ree. Marked changes in these attitudes do riot require a profound

restructuring' 0 the total self-concept inOrder to accommodate the

new perbentions and bring them into congruence with existing ones.

These scales are the German Attitude Scale and the Cultural Alle-

giance Scale '(e.g. German-speaking people are much more polite

than many Canadians; ours would be a much better city if more Ger-/

mans would move here; Canadian children'are better-mannered than

German-speaking 1dren are).

21

On the other hand, the scales Ariomie,-EthnocentrisM, Authoritar-

ianism, and,Instrumental Orientation reflect deeper-seated aspects

of the self-condepticonvictions that lie'at'the very basis of a

personality(e.g. ho matter, how hard I try I seem to get a "raw

deal" in school; certain people who refuse to salute the flag

should be forced to conform to such patriotic action, or else be

imprisoned; human nature beLnq what it is, there will 'always be

war and'conflict). The ego-involvement in these attitudes is

2
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therefore much stronger, arld any gofOund restructur-
.

_

0 .--
. 4

in4 in one' oor the other direction there would necessarily create
c .. -

.

. dissonance, insecurity; uncertainty, 9.uidity, and, consequently,

would pievent the kind o goal-dii-ectedness, no-nonsense work

attitude 'as well as 'e affective satisfaction with the course

which had been ass ciated .with high achievers. It is significant,

I. thlink, that t dynamics of extreme-attitudinal Bch' nge were such

that'students who had been undecided at the b ginning of the

year, had become strongly negative; those who had been strongly

negative, iMp,rdved their perceptions to merely undecided.

Thei.e is a considerable body of conceptual and empirical re-'

search in this area. Jakobovits
13 for example, has speculated

Ilk

that' ego threatening experiences may impede FL ictudy for some stu-
*

dents, ,especially if they feel that the Psychlological involvement

is 1;eirig Forced, upon them. Sherif, Sherif and Nebergall placed
P

the concept of'ego- ,involvement in the center of their discussion

of an,individual,:s*differential susceptibility to attitude change;

they suggest, on the basis of egripirical findings, that high ego-

involvement in a stand accompanied by high resistance to change.

Those who do take extreme stands are more likely to be highly ego-

involved than those who are undecided about perceptions; conse-
.

quently, those students who changed decisfively, (and it should be

noted that they changed'from or toward strongly negative percep-

tions) must have overcome greater resistance to change, and in

turn must haye exnerienced strong emotional arousal, conflict,

dissonance, and insec ,urity - conditions, hardly suitable for effec-.
/

tiye learning. .

2
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The, ffndings tint, on the one hand, very negative perceptions'
4

-had improved over the year and were,, ors the other, accompanied
a

by low achievement, can be reconciled in terms of Sherif, Sherif

and Nebergall's
15 model, namely that a discrepancy. between a

person's opinion and.his public commitment, brought about'bv

.formal -or informal pressure/ arouses psycho.logical-.dissonance

Which can be reduced anging toward the view expressed in the
.

classroom. It folloOS then that the extreme changers from nega-.
. .

tive to undecided did not really-alter their attitudes, but gave

in to social, and /or other pressures and adjusted their publicly
r

held perceptions; theft cbvert perceptions were probably just as

negative at the end of the year or possibly even more so; and

negative attitudes and change towards ne9ativeoperceptions have

been shown to be related to low achievement.

You will probably have noticed that the cluster of stales whic---

has b)en postulated as being predicated on higher ego-involve-
,

ment and therefore as being more resistant to change with the

appropriate consequences, is the same as the one which had been
J

related to plow achieMement.in the first place. The'other cluster

- openness'to-German culture which requires less ego-commitment

and is therefore more amenable to change is also the one whiCh had

been associated with high achievement.

P

What do thesekresults mean to the classroom teadhei'? The re-.

servations and limitations proper .to any empirical study with re-,

gard.to the generalizability of results to other sit ations apply

here too, .of course. For similar samples and -1.milar le ning

conditions, their validity is greater than for markedly different

24
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configurations. Yet I bell ve. it would be important for any
,

. - .
.

teacher to be aware,of these findings and to keep them in mind

when dealing-with.his. or her own students; the pattern of find-

ings, if not their magnitudes, may be equally applicable there
4

Noting ti-leSe reservation wmg the following'inferences may be'made:.
-(1) Positive. attitudes toward,qerman language and culture, to-

r

ward the course and certain personality characteristics which make
o

it possib]e to hold positive attitudes towards another culture,

are relatecrt% higher achievdinent. )

(2) The teacher wing find, it difficult to ch6ange,attitudes because

of their pronounced stability, especially the ones'which are-pre-

dicated hon or accompanied with high ego- involvement.

:' (3) Forcing attitudinal-change, may produce results opposite to the

ones intended. If attitude change is desirable it would bye ad-

visable -to arrange instructional variables in such a way that stu--t

dents get maximum satisfaction and emotional,suppe4 frqm them;

they would,- consequently, feel relatively free in that classroom-

climate.to explore other attitudes withqut perceiving pressure to
0

enforce attitudinal change. Especially applicable is here the
ti

recent work done by Cooke
16 who suggested that.the.FL classroo(

should have a fairly non-directive atmosphere in: which students can

explore their. Values and attitudes together with the teacher; Wolfe

and Howe
17 have proposed to involve the total student in learning

Oh

the FL to let: him ex. j4 h s own selk, his value hierachy and

life styli through the FL 1i communication games which are intended

to,produCe real interaction between himself and others (e.g. 20

things I like to do; values voting; unfinished sentences; the fall-

out shelter probem).

2 ;II
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It is'clear that the teacher has to.be'expertly trained to
.

be able to provide assistance in this area.- Wolfe has recommended-
,

tha.6.teachers'should be prgnared-for dealing with problems arising ',

fro-m, negatives- attitudes (e.g. anxiety, active or passive hostility)

by undergoilig not only the traditional kindof cognitie and obe-

havioraj teacher education, but also affective educes ion. This'
-

type of training would provide the teacher- with the means of know-

ing how a student feels abo/ut wantina to learn, how he feels as

he learns .and what he feels after he has learned. Valette and
.

Disick
19 .have described affective behavioral pex-EQ.Kmance objectives

.

20
FL leaining, their6developmen-bc and,measureMe. Hancock- has'

Suggested to use simulation o9'actual teaching expeiiences. for
,

sensitizing prospective-teachers to strategies in the affeCtive
..

dorriain. DUring methodology training the t 'taacher should contin-'

' uoously.ask h!Aself: How did the student'react.to me, to the lesson:

Which assumptions and expectations did I have about my students

that might influence' my attitudes towards them? These 7---s-EfortS.

would be worthwhile ii terms of both humanizing education as well

as.(or consequently) making it mbre e'ffective.

0.
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